
In case you&#8217;d like to spend a while absorbed in the universe of a single artist&#8217;s practice, you might like to visitÂ Contemporary Art Quarterly, where we publish deep archives of the work of individual
artists.This week, we&#8217;re featuring the archive ofÂ Michaela Eichwald, where you can find documentation of 36 projects by the German artist.The post Contemporary Art Quarterly: Michaela Eichwald first appeared
on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist: Christiane BlattmannVenue:Â Damien &amp; The Love Guru, BrusselsExhibition Title: Amou FourDate: September 3 â€“ October 24, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of
images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of the artist and Damien &amp; The Love Guru. Photos by GRAYSC /.Press Release:Amou Four,Mad and Foolish Furnace Love, Deep and
Frantic Oven Affection, Rasende und NÃ¤rrische Ofen Liebe, Amore FornoIt was a foggy November when I came to Rome for a meeting. A meeting which they cancelled by simply not replying to my messages anymore,
so I had a day and a half in the eternal city to myself.Since it was a Monday and museums were closed, I went on a stroll over the Capitoline Hill. There, I remembered that I had read about the sanctuary of the
priestesses of Vesta a while ago, which is located on this hill, one out of seven and dedicated to Saturn. After some searching I got to see the very place where two-thousand years ago they kept a flame, which the
priestesses had to nourish and look after so it would never extinguish, as political stability depended on the permanence, the life of this one fire &#8211; so they believed. It was something like a mother-flame, as all
central fires of cities and settlements were lit from this primordial one, each hearth and oven and temple flame a descendant of the original source, creating an invisible network of flame connections. A town or a city is but
an extended household, and so here their central hearth would itself ignite the fires of surrounding local homes. The fame of supervising goddess Vesta (or Greek Hestia) however has not survived in our time with much
brightness. For a long time historians wondered why they couldnâ€™t find any temples dedicated to Vesta, except for the one that I went to visit that November, even though she was among the main cast of Mount
Olympus. Very late they discovered that the spiritual practice related to her meant that every time a meal was cooked, every time an oven was heated up, simultaneously Vesta was worshipped. She was a true saint of the
every-day. As every-day life can be a critical practice, â€“ the power not of the extraordinary but of the common, the ordinary, the repetition â€“ I stayed sat on the ruins and read some more. I wondered about their names
â€“ Hestia and Vesta &#8211; one meaning they bear is â€˜to be, to reside, to dwell, to spend the nightâ€™. That is, maybe, because besides ruling the fire they are equally the goddesses of domestic life and the art of
building. Looking at the old dead stones I imagined how the goddess of the fire could also be the goodness of the house and how life protecting and life threatening are so close.I remembered the Grenfell Tower, a
24-story social housing block in London, which caught fire in 2017. Residents had complained for years that the tower invited catastrophe. It lacked fire alarms, sprinklers and a fire escape. But worse still was a lethal
wrapping. Business-friendly politicians evidently judged that cost concerns outweighed the risks of allowing flammable materials to be used in facades. Builders in Britain were allowed to wrap residential apartment towers
â€” perhaps several hundred of them â€” from top to bottom in highly flammable materials. In Grenfell the flames rapidly consumed the buildingâ€™s flesh, sped up by the cheap cladding. The blaze did not only consume
large parts of the architectural structure, but also (at least) 72 of its inhabitants, most of them living below the poverty line. In the days that followed the catastrophe, the official response was chaotic and by contrast, the
local community stepped into the vacuum, provided help and raised money.Hestia and Vesta had shown me a flame, but suddenly fires were everywhere. Like at Grenfell, they didnâ€™t belong to the pro- tective and
house-warming side of the goddessesâ€™ character, but they were of a destructive nature. As a new invisible network, they ignited a spark of anger all around. A spark in the eyes that looked at the fire in turn as a tool of
defense.It was then, some time after I had sat on the stones, that the air turned foggy with fury and feelings. Scientists announced the advent of a new emotion, one that didnâ€™t have a name yet. This feeling they say
has a ground beat, a rhythm, which itâ€™s based on. They say that base is close to what we would normally call love. But on top of it almost like the butter that glues the cheese to our bread is a layer of absolute
astonishment. All over the top, so one almost canâ€™t recognize anything below, is a thick coat of anger. You will tell me all of those sentiments are no big news, and affects often come in strange successions. But in this
case it is not true. I believe them â€“ it is one and the same emotion.Link: Christiane Blattmann at Damien &amp; The Love GuruThe post Christiane Blattmann at Damien & The Love Guru first appeared on Contemporary
Art Daily.Artist:Â Henrik OlesenVenue:Â dÃ©pendance, BrusselsDate: September 3 â€“ October 24, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images
courtesy the artist and dÃ©pendance, Brussels. Photos by Kristien Daem.Press Release:Written for Henrik Olesen from Berlin. Spit, I write too as a fly on the wall of this exhibition at dÃ©pendance, Brussels 2020.There
might be a way to reimagine how to find the words for this, an activity,or set of behaviours that would bend my thinking toward it , with which I couldmake contact through another mode of my thinking it. CouldI, my mind,
comecloser if I would become it by mimicking it?I look up&#8230; &amp; I see a man. A very muscly man, large chest and dominant shoulders in a tight T-Shirt, a slightly older man with lightly greying hair is mopping the
floor through the second story window of the Library opposite. At dusk. It draws me to a moment I laid eyes upon many years ago. A handsome man is weeping the street just outside the very same library. His handling of
the broom at that very moment resembled a dance, a very elegant dance! Under a mid day sun. At that time this manâ€™s eloquent exercise brought me to the painting of a man dancingâ€¦ was it with a broom? or was
he holding a shovel?My mind dances between them, these forms. But it stumbles too&#8230; on a restlessness, a stubborn feeling that resembles the mindâ€™s skipping between the images of the men&#8230; present,
absent &amp; painted. This associative chain is not distraction exactly; distracting me from my task of writing, itâ€™s rather that thinking this writing has probably pushed the associative impulse on to the scene in front of
me&#8230; the scene stretched, folding into a recalled painting.Another string of thoughts intervenes, this time written &amp; read:A Bull being slain showering blood on a gathering of devotees, its death cries ringing out.
The Bull made an image of the Sun by a determined collective thinking. A Coqâ€™s cry to Sun calling upon the voice of a dying Bull. A Rotten Sun.These are energetic migrations and manipulations. They push at the
forms Iâ€™ve taken up &amp; isolated, they stretch them into other shapes, maybe even scratch at their surfaces so as to echo something I cannot &amp; possibly do not want to name.I attempt to focus on the
processes Iâ€™ve chosen to enlist, &amp; call Foucaultâ€™s ghost:â€œClear a space around the self and do not let your self be carried away and distracted by all the sounds, faces, and people around you. (â€¦) All
your attention should be concentrated on this trajectory from self to self. Presence of self to self, precisely on account of the distance still remaining between self and self (â€¦)â€•These selves too then become forms,
forms to be folded, stretched or scratched at. I circle around the self &amp; itself. Perceiving them sometimes in profile they now occupy a central focal point upon which my mindâ€™s eye can begin to work.By reducing
my field of vision, compressing it or folding it inward toward a basic shape(lessness) of the/a/multiple (rather than repetitive) restless centre, I approach something simultaneously larger, the offer of a transformative
moment!I am plasticThis is plasticYou are plasticWe are plastic!Hey Plasticity!Gerry BibbyLink: Henrik Olesen at dÃ©pendanceThe post Henrik Olesen at dÃ©pendance first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.Artist:Â D&#8217;Ette NogleVenue:Â Sweetwater, BerlinDate: September 9 â€“ October 24, 2020Note: A press release for the exhibition is available here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images and link
available after the jump.Images:Video: ï»¿D&#8217;Ette Nogle, materialschrank (excerpt), 2020Images courtesy of Sweetwater, BerlinLink: D&#8217;Ette Nogle at SweetwaterThe post DEtte Nogle at Sweetwater first
appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Eileen QuinlanVenue:Â Miguel Abreu, New YorkExhibition Title:Â Dawn Goes DownDate: September 10 â€“ October 24, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of
images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Miguel Abreu, New YorkPress Release:Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to announce the opening, on Thursday, September 10th, of
Eileen Quinlanâ€™s Dawn Goes Down, her sixth one-person exhibition at the gallery. The show will be held at 88 Eldridge Street, while Displacements and Dead Trees, her concurrent two-person exhibition with Cheyney
Thompson will be on view at our 36 Orchard Street location.A black and white, documentary photograph of a piece of driftwood opens the exhibition. This commanding, potent image irresistibly draws the viewer into its
intricate, knotty details; and as the eye travels the surface of the large fiber paper print, the iconographic and material modulations of the picture gradually reveal themselves. In the upper left area, an energetic swirl of
lines interrupts the general flow of the composition and produces an instance of concrete poetry, a moment of photo-chemistry gone awry.As the viewer turns into the first gallery, a sudden shift in image regime confronts
the eye. Colorful, large-scale multi-panel works comprised of nervous streaks of ambiguous, yet gorgeous abstraction bring to mind painterly gestures and the capture of unconstrained movement. The opposition between
analogue and digital imagery that structures Quinlanâ€™s exhibition has been set up, and the wide range of her photographic practice is on immediate display. On the one side there seems to be insistence on a
prolonged act of seeing and deciphering, an invitation to sustained examination, while on the other an air of disengagement and laissez-faire chance effects dominates perception.In the catalogue essay accompanying his
group exhibition Objects Recognized in Flashes, recently on view at Mumok in Vienna, curator Matthias Michalka asks â€œwhat is the status of our uses of and relationships with analogue and digital images? How do we
view the relations between material and immateriality, body, screen, and photographic surface?â€• In this groundbreaking show on the current state of photography that brings together the work of Michele Abeles, Annette
Kelm, Josephine Pryde, and Eileen Quinlan, Michalka focuses on approaches to the â€œsurfaces of photographs, products, and bodies in a greatly digitalized society.â€• The exhibition aims â€œat a captivating,
contradictory confrontation with the â€˜distribution of the sensibleâ€™ (Jacques RanciÃ¨re) in our mediatized consumer culture.â€• Quinlanâ€™s work included in Dawn Goes Down and elsewhere is situated at the
forefront of this exploration.A conversation about the artist with her long established black and white master printer, Sam Merians, points to the fact that Quinlan â€œis among a very, very small group who manipulate the
negative in the photographicÂ work cycle. Of that very small group, almost no one has done so for adequate time or with adequate affection to create a discernable language. While it is true that the printmaking is
historically quite beautiful (see Aaron Rose or Man Ray) it is never, never, at this scale.â€• Quinlanâ€™s interest in acknowledging and working with the various available materials and techniques of the photographic
have lately moved to engaging the expressive potential of a flatbed scanner, this camera less instrument for the digital capture and transmutation of heterogeneous surfaces and subject matter. As opposed to the
quasi-instantaneous shutter speed of the traditional camera, the scann
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